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Abstract

Preisach models formulated in terms of density or measure-based expansions have proven highly successful
for characterizing hysteresis and constitutive nonlinearities in materials where the underlying physics is diÆcult
to quantify. This provides a rich mathematical framework for characterizing nonlinear material behavior as well
as a framework which facilitates either full or approximate inversion for linear control design. However, the lack
of an energy basis for Preisach representations yields models which often have a large number of parameters
and are diÆcult to update to accommodate changing operating conditions (e.g., temperature) since the model
parameters are not correlated with physical quantities. Moreover, it is diÆcult in general to incorporate the
frequency-dependence exhibited by essentially all smart materials without resorting to vector-valued parameters
or measures which much be identi ed throughout the range of operation for the system. In this paper, we
develop an energy formulation for Preisach models through consideration of appropriate Gibbs and Helmholtz
free energy representations. This permits the incorporation of frequency and temperature-dependence in the
underlying basis, rather than in parameters identi ed for a speci c system which expands signi cantly the
exibility of the technique.
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1. Introduction

Essentially all currently employed smart materials exhibit some degree of hysteresis in the relation between
input elds, temperatures, or stresses, and output displacements. While the severity of hysteresis can be mitigated
in many operating regimes through feedback mechanisms or judicious choice of drive electronics, it is necessary
to quantify the hysteresis in a manner conducive to control design to achieve the full capabilities of piezoelectric,
magnetostrictive and shape memory compounds in smart transducer designs.
One technique for characterizing hysteresis in these materials is through Preisach models based on elemental
hysteresis kernels. An advantage of this approach lies in the rich mathematical framework which it provides along
with its capability for general material characterization including guaranteed closure of minor loops. Due to its
mathematical basis, Preisach theory can be readily applied to regimes in which the underlying physics is diÆcult
to quantify or poorly understood. However, the generality of the method also precludes the incorporation of
known physics and can produce models having a large number of nonphysical parameters. Moreover, it is diÆcult
to incorporate the frequency and temperature-dependence exhibited by essentially all smart materials without
resorting to vector-valued measures, or parameters, which must be identi ed throughout the full operating range
of the transducer.
In this paper, we develop an energy formulation for Preisach models based on free energy representations for
the dipole switching or phase transitions exhibited by the materials in combination with statistical distributions
which incorporate e ects due to lattice nonuniformities, polycrystallinity, and e ective eld variations. This
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provides a basis which, at xed temperatures, frequencies, or loads, can be identi ed with current Preisach bases
or hysterons. For variable conditions, however, the temperature, frequency or load dependence is incorporated in
the energy basis rather than the parameters as is the case with classical Preisach formulations. This eliminates
the necessity of vector-valued parameters or lookup tables for broadband operation or conditions in which the
temperature or load exhibit signi cant variation. Furthermore, the consideration of an energy derivation of
the hysteresis kernels provides physical interpretations for a number of the parameters and reduces signi cantly
the number of parameters required to characterize asymmetric hysteresis loops. These properties augment the
eÆciency of the model.
We will focus primarily on hysteresis models for piezoceramic materials to simplify the exposition. The main
conclusions can be directly extended, however, to magnetostrictive and shape memory compounds due to the
universality of the models. In Section 2, we summarize the development of current Preisach models, and the
energy formulation for the models is derived in Section 3. Certain properties of the models are illustrated through
examples in Section 4.
2. Preisach Models

Preisach models provide a very general methodology for characterizing hysteresis in essentially any materials
by quantifying the phenomenon in terms of Preisach kernels with measures, or densities, which are identi ed
for the speci c application under consideration. To simplify the discussion, we will focus on the development of
Preisach models for piezoceramic materials while noting that analogous models have been employed for magnetic
and magnetostrictive materials as well as shape memory compounds. The reader is referred to [6, 8, 16] for
discussion regarding the construction of Preisach models for piezoceramic materials and [1, 9, 13] for details
about analogous models for shape memory alloys. The classical Preisach theory was developed for characterizing
hysteresis in magnetic compounds [15] and overviews in this context can be found in [5, 12]. The formulation
and implementation of Preisach models, along with approximate inverse compensator techniques, for control
design is addressed in [21]. Due to the maturity of Preisach theory, these citations should be considered as a
representative, but not complete, set of references on the subject.
Preisach's original formulation [15] modeled hysteresis in the relation between input magnetic elds v(t) and
the magnetization M (t) through a superposition of hysteresis relays or kernels [ks1 ;s2 (v)](t) of the form depicted
in Figure 1a. Here s1 and s2 , with s1 < s2 , provide thresholds at which the kernel switches between +1 and 1.
The magnetization is modeled as
Z 1Z 1
M (t) = [P (v)](t) =
w(r; s)[ks r;s+r (v)](t)dsdr
(1)
0
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where w is a density, or weighting, function which depends on properties of the material under consideration
[3]. For typical applications, w is assumed to decay for large s and r which permits truncation of the domain to
compact regions.
The magnetic model (1) has been subsequently extended to the formulation
Z
(2)
[Pw (v;  )](t) = w(s1 ; s2 )[ks (v;  )](t)ds
S

on the closed Preisach plane S = f(s1 ; s2 ) j s1  s2 g, as depicted in Figure 2, for arbitrary inputs v and initial
states  . While the formulation (2) is commonly employed for quantifying hysteresis in a wide variety of materials,
it does not provide a framework suitable for establishing the convergence of common approximation schemes [1]
or extension to related models including that of Prantl. These latter criteria are provided by the more general
formulation
Z
[P (v;  )](t) = [ks (v;  (s))](t) d(s)
(3)
S

where  2 M is a nite signed Borel measure on S . In this case, the measure must be identi ed for a given
choice of kernel ks and set of operating conditions. We now consider three techniques for constructing ks .
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A commonly employed choice for the kernel is the multivalued relay operator depicted in Figure 1a. This
kernel can be de ned as
8
>
< [ks (v;  )](0) if  (t) = ;
[ks (v;  )](t) = > 1
if  (t) 6= ; and v(max  (t)) = s1
: +1
if  (t) 6= ; and v(max  (t)) = s2
where the crossing terms  are de ned by
 (t) = f 2 (0; T ] j u() = s1 or u() = s2 g :

The starting value

8
>
< 1 if v(0)  s1
if s1 < v(0) < s2
[ks (v;  )](0) = > 
: +1 if v(0)  s2
de nes the initial state of the kernel in terms of the parameter  2 f 1; 1g.
While this provides an operator which is useful for many applications, this classical de nition does not yield
a kernel, and hence operator, which is continuous with respect to either time or parameters. Speci cally, as
proven in [1], the mapping in time
t 7! [ks (v;  )](t)
and the parameter space mapping
s 7! [ks (v;  )](t)
s2

s2

S
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s1
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Figure 2.
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(a) Preisach plane S ; (b) Restricted Preisach plane S .
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are discontinuous for the classical Preisach kernel ks (v;  ). Continuity in time is important from a physical perspective while continuous parameter dependence is crucial for the development of practical parameter estimation
methods.
To avoid the diÆculties associated with discontinuous mappings and to provide additional kernels amenable
to inversion for control design, we mention two other choices which have been considered for characterizing
hysteresis in smart systems. The rst is the piecewise linear kernel depicted in Figure 1b. As detailed in [22],
this choice proves advantageous in adaptive control design due to its simplicity in combination with its linear
dependence on parameters. The second choice is the Krasnolselskii-Pokrovskii (KP) operator.
To de ne the KP kernel, we consider translates rs1 = r(v s1 ) and rs2 = r(v s2 ) of a Lipschitz continuous
ridge function r(v) as depicted in Figure 3. For time intervals [tk 1 ; tk ] where the input v is monotone, a
monotone operator is recursively de ned by
(
maxfRk 1 ; r(v(t) s2 )g if v is non-decreasing
[R(v; Rk 1 )](t) =
minfRk 1 ; r(v(t) s1 )g if v is non-increasing
where
(
(v; Rk 1 )(tk ) ; k = 2;    ; j
Rk = R
R0 =  ; k = 1;  2 f 1; 1g
de nes the values of R at times tk . The KP kernel is then de ned recursively on each subinterval by
[ks (v;  )](t) = [R(v; Rk 1 )](t) ; t 2 [tk 1 ; tk ] :
A typical path for ks is depicted in Figure 4 while details concerning the properties of the kernel are provided in
[1, 2].
To numerically implement the model, the measure (s) is approximated by the expansion
m
X
m =
n Æn
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(a) Piecewise monotone input v(t); (b) Output from the KP kernel in response to the input.
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where, as depicted in Figure 2b, ni are nodes in the restricted Preisach plane S  = f(s1 ; s2 ) jsmin  s1  s2 
n are weights, and Æn denotes the Dirac measure having an atom at ni . The KP operator P is then
approximated by Pm given by
m
X
[Pm (v;  )](t) = [kn (v; n )](t) n :
smax g,

i

i

=1

i

i

i

i

As detailed in [1, 2, 7], the continuity and convergence properties of the KP operator lead to well-posedness of
the corresponding identi cation problem and provide a framework which is amenable to implementation.
A number of diÆculties associated with Preisach models complement the previously mentioned advantages.
First, the nonphysical nature of the measures or parameters makes it diÆcult to construct models using known
physical behavior or to employ attributes of the data for updating models to accommodate changing operating
conditions. Furthermore, a large number of parameters can be required to accurately characterize asymmetric,
biased hysteresis loops.
A more fundamental diÆculty arises in operating regimes involving broadband input signals and temperature
or load-dependence in the hysteresis. All smart materials exhibit some degree of frequency, temperature and load
dependence in their measured hysteresis loops whereas classical Preisach models are based on the assumption
of frequency, temperature and load invariance [3]. While extensions to the classical theory have been been
developed to address these diÆculties (e.g., see [5] for discussion of modi cations to accommodate dynamic
e ects in magnetic materials), they add signi cantly to the complexity of the method.
To illustrate, consider the approach employed by Krejci and Sprekels [10] to incorporate temperature dependence in a general hysteresis operator through vector-valued measures. Rather than employ the general relation
(3), one would instead de ne the Preisach operator to be
Z
(4)
[P (v;  ; )](t) = [ks (v;  (s))](t) d (s)
S

where  (s) is a vector-valued measure. This extension, as well as analogous extensions to incorporate load or
frequency dependence, makes the method signi cantly more diÆcult to implement for either material characterization or control design.
Additional modi cations to the classical theory must be made to accommodate reversible changes in polarization or magnetization measured at low drive levels or to relax congruency requirements to ensure that minor
loops remain inside major loops (see [5, 11] for discussion regarding these extensions for magnetic materials). In
combination, these diÆculties motivate the de nition of Preisach kernels based on energy formulations for the
problem.
3. Free Energy Formulation

To construct an energy-based hysteresis kernel, we consider rst the energy required to reorient dipoles in a
single crystal ferroelectric material assumed initially to have uniform lattice spacing. The e ects of nonuniform
lattice points, polycrystallinity and variations in e ective elds are incorporated through the introduction of
various distributions. It is then illustrated that these distributions provide the measures or densities employed
in the classical Preisach formulation. We focus on ferroelectric materials to simplify the discussion but note that
because the theory summarized here is an extension of the Muller-Achenbach-Seelecke theory for shape memory
alloys [14, 17], similar conclusions can be made for SMA compounds.
In addition to providing an energy basis for Preisach kernels, it will be established that development of a
model in this manner places the temperature, frequency and load dependence in the hysteresis basis or kernel
rather than in the parameters as indicated in (4). This greatly facilitates the implementation of the model for
broadband applications or slowly varying operating conditions.
As detailed in [20], the rst step in the development of a free energy model for piezoceramic materials is
based on the assumption that dipoles in a single crystal with uniform lattice spacing can have two orientations,
which we denote by s1 = 1 and s 1 = -1, due to the proclivity for Ti4+ ions to attain equilibrium positions
which minimize the free energy (see Figure 5). This yields an energy landscape of the form depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 5.

Nonuniform lattice and polycrystalline structure for PZT.

The application of a eld E distorts the landscape causing dipoles to switch when local minima disappear. The
goal in this component of the model development is to quantify the energy and resulting relation between the
eld and polarization to provide a means of specifying the hysteresis kernel ks . This discussion summarizes the
model developed in [20] and the reader is referred to that source for details.
For the uniform lattice, an appropriate form of Gibbs free energy is
G=
EP
where denotes the Helmholtz free energy density. One choice for , based on statistical mechanics, is
 P + P 


N
T kN
0
s
2
2
(P; T ) = 4V [1 (P=Ps ) ] + 2V P P ln P P + Ps ln(1 (P=Ps ) )
s
s
where 0 is the energy required to convert the orientation at a single site, N is the number cells in the volume
V having dipole moment p0 , and Ps = Np0 =V is the saturation polarization. For xed temperatures, a second
choice for  is
8 1
2
; P  P1
>
>
< 21 E1 (P + PT )2
; P  P1
(P ) = > 2 E1 (P PT ) h
i
2
>
: 1 E1 (P1 PT ) P PT ; jP j < P1
2

P1

where PT ; P1 and E1 are related to physical properties of the data.
ψ (P,T) = G(0,P,T)
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(a) Helmholtz energy and Gibbs energy G for increasing eld E ; (b) Polarization P as a function
of E for a single crystal with uniform lattice.
Figure 6.
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To model the polarization generated by a given eld, Boltzmann principles are invoked to quantify the
probability
(G) = Ce G=kT
of nding dipoles with free energy G. Here k denotes Boltzmann's constant. The average polarizations due to
dipoles having positive and negative orientation are then respectively given by
Z1
P e G(E;P;T )V =kT dP
hP+ i = Z 1
e G(E;P;T )V =kT dP
P1

Z

P1

P1

P e G(E;P;T )V =kT dP

hP i = Z 1 P 1
1

e G(E;P;T )V =kT dP

and the average polarization for the lattice volume is
P = x+ hP+ i + x hP

i:

(5)

The dipole fractions satisfy the di erential equations
x_ + = p+ x+ + p + x
x_ = p + x + p+ x+
which can be simpli ed to
x_ + = p+ x+ + p + (1 x+ )
through the identity x+ + x = 1. Finally, we note that the likelihoods of a dipole switching from + to , and
alternatively from to +, are given by
r
kT Z e G(E;P1 (T );T )V =kT
p+ =
2m 1
p +=

r

P1

e G(E;P;T )V =kT dP

kT e G(E; P1 (T );T )V =kT
2m Z P1 G(E;P;T )V =kT :
e
dP
1

q
The contribution g(!) = 2kT
m , where m denotes the mass of the lattice volume, incorporates the dynamic
e ects due to the mean speed of uctuations in the polarization.
The solution of (5) speci es the hysteresis relation between E and P over a lattice volume as depicted
in Figure 6. Hence this comprises a fundamental hysteresis kernel ks employed in the Preisach formulations
summarized in Section 2. Speci cally, if we let v = E denote the input and  the initial dipole state, then the
kernel elements can be de ned as
[ks (v; ; T; !)](t) = [P (v; ; T; !)](t):
We point out that while the kernels depicted in Figure 6 appear similar to those described in Section 2, these
energy-based kernels incorporate the temperature and potential load dependence constructed in the free energy
expressions and the frequency-dependence incorporated in the transition probabilities. Through the energy
derivation, these e ects are thus incorporated in the basis rather than the parameters as was the case for the
classical Preisach model.
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To extend the model from uniform lattice volumes to polycrystalline materials having nonuniform lattices
and e ective eld variations, we consider distributions of certain input parameters and elds. To incorporate
variations in the lattice structure, we consider the lattice parameter Ee1 = E1 (PT P1 ) to be normally distributed;
that is we assume that it has the density
2
f (Ee1 ) = C1 e (Ee1 E1 ) =b
where E1 denotes a mean coercive eld at which dipoles switch. E ective eld e ects (see [18, 19]) are incorporated by assuming that the actual eld at the domain level has the density
2
fb(E ) = C2 e (E E) =b
where E denotes the applied eld. The combined polarization model is then
Z 1Z 1
2
2
[P (E; !; T )](t) = C
[P (E + E; Ee1 ; !; T )](t)e E =b e (Ee1 E1 ) =b dE dEe1 :
0

by

1

(6)

It is observed that the hysteresis operator de ned by (6) has the form (1) with the density function de ned
2
2
w(E ; Ee1 ) = Ce E =b e (Ee1 E1 ) =b :

(7)
We note that a number of authors have employed analogous Gaussian densities in classical Preisach models,
modi ed to incorporate interaction elds, when characterizing hysteresis in magnetic materials [5, 11]. In contrast
to the classical model, however, the energy kernel ks = P incorporates temperature e ects in addition to certain
dynamic properties. This alleviates the diÆculty associated with incorporating these dependencies in the density
or parameters of classical Preisach models.
4. Numerical Example

To illustrate certain capabilities of the model, we consider the numerical simulation of symmetric major and
minor loops as well as biased, asymmetric minor loops. To remain consistent with the derivation, the example is
considered in the context of characterizing the hysteretic relation between input electric elds and the polarization
in piezoelectric materials.
For the simulations, the parameters were taken to be E1 = 7  108; PT = 0:0285; E = 4  106; b = 4:5  1011,
b = 3  104 and C = 9:5  10 12. As illustrated in [20], these parameter values are commensurate with values
obtained when validating the model through comparison with experimental data.
The eld plotted in Figure 7a was provided as input to the model to simulate the response of the material
to biased and unbiased eld oscillations. The resulting polarization is plotted as a function of the input eld
in Figure 7b. Loop 1 illustrates the capability of the model to characterize the quadratic Raleigh behavior
experimentally observed for low input levels whereas Loops 2, 3 and 4 illustrate that the model enforces closure
of biased, asymmetric minor loops. The continuity in slope of the initial polarization curve, following the closure
of Loop 2, also illustrates that the model incorporates the `wiping out property' which, along with congruency,
forms one of the necessary and suÆcient conditions for classical Preisach models [12]. Finally, Loop 5 illustrates
that the model characterizes the saturation behavior present at high drive levels. When combined with the
experimental results summarized in [20], the behavior summarized here provides the model with substantial
exibility for material characterization and control design.
5. Concluding Remarks

This paper summarizes an energy formulation for Preisach models used to quantify the hysteresis and constitutive nonlinearities inherent to various smart materials. In the rst step of the development, free energy
relations quantifying the average polarization at the lattice level were derived and used to construct fundamental
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(a) Input eld E to the model; (b) Polarization predicted by the model.

hysteresis kernels or basis elements. These kernels are analogous to the relays employed in Preisach models
with the following exception; the kernels in Preisach models are formulated under the assumption of frequency
and temperature invariance whereas the energy-based kernel incorporates certain temperature and frequency
e ects through the construction of the free energy functionals. This facilitates construction of the kernels and
implementation of the method. In the second step of the development, densities quantifying variations in the
e ective eld and lattice structure were incorporated to provide a macroscopic model for polycrystalline materials. These densities are physical manifestations of the measures or parameters employed in classical Preisach
models. The capability of the model to provide minor loop closure and enforce the `wiping out property' was
illustrated through a numerical example while experimental validation of the model is provided in [20].
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